Influence of the stereo-EEG sensors setup and of the averaging on the dipole localization problem.
While scalp EEG/MEG source imaging have been extensively studied in the last two decades, the case of source localization from invasive measurements has resulted in few works to date. Yet there is a lot to gain from stereo-electroencephalographic (SEEG) recordings, providing high signal to noise ratio measurements of the explored brain structures. The SEEG setup consists in multi-contact electrodes inserted in the brain volume, each containing a dozen of collinear measuring contacts. This particular setup raises the question of the conditioning of the inverse problem. In recent works, we have evaluated the feasibility to localize a single dominant equivalent dipole facing different sensors and noise configurations. We deepen here the analysis by evaluating the influence of the chosen subset of sensors and of the number of averaged time samples on the accuracy of the localization. We conduct experiments on simulated data as well as on real epileptic spikes, illustrating the trade off to be made between these two factors.